
Award-Winning
 Coffee Beans

 IR Processed to
Perfection

SiselKAFFÉ™

– Premium Instant Coffee
Superior Tasting, Ultra-Rich, Instant Coffee with Health Benefits

SiselKAFFÉ™ Instant Premium Coffee is a truly unique 
coffee offering. It features the unrivaled taste of the Panama 
Boquete coffee bean, low-temperature, infrared-roasted to      
perfection, resulting in a coffee that is rich in taste and 
conveniently packaged in sachets.

Our coffee beans are grown in a unique micro-climate on the 
slopes of an ancient Panamanian volcano. This enriching 
atmosphere creates sweet coffee beans, which combined 
with a rich blend of Chaga, Gotu Kola, Bacopa and organic 
Ganoderma extracts to create what Sisel believes is the 
healthiest, best tasting coffee on the planet.

Why have the highest rated beans if you don’t have the best 
processing? At Sisel, we take pride in our manufacturing 
process, which is kept entirely in-house. We roast our beans 
using special infrared technology. Only a very small         
percentage of all the coffee beans in the world are prepared 
with infrared roasters and we’re proud to say ours are in that 
elite group. It results in lower acidity levels and a more 
evenly flavored coffee, without the burnt or bitter taste some 
coffee beans produce. All this care ensures that, when you 
select SiselKAFFÉ, you select the best taste and healthier 
coffee processing.
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MANUFACTURED  IN  USA
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FEATURES AND SUPPORT BENEFITS

• Made with premium Panama beans (arguably the finest     
flavored) for an instantly delicious, smooth and rich result.*

• Chaga contains vitamins and minerals that provide nutrients        
   for immunity and healthy biological systems.*

• Ganoderma is an ancient Chinese mushroom that   
   supports longevity.*

• Bacopa can provide cognitive support.*

• Gotu Kola leaves can support respiratory health.*

• Our beans are prepared via an infrared processor for   
   better flavor.*

• Delicious, smooth, bold and rich.*

DIRECTIONS

Empty 1 packet into cup, fill with hot water and stir.  Store in a 
cool, dry place.

CAUTION: If you are pregnant, nursing, or taking                
prescription medication, consult a physician before using 
this product. Keep out of reach of children. Do not use if 
sachet is torn or not sealed.

SiselKAFFÉ–Premium Instant Coffee
Superior Tasting, Ultra-Rich, Instant Coffee

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.          
 This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 

Contains 30 Packets. Net Wt. 3.7 oz (105g)

Manufactured for:
Sisel International, LLC
P.O. Box 369, Springville, UT 84663

 
Sisel International AG
Grundacher 5
6060 Sarnen, Switzerland

Take advantage of the Sisel opportunity today. Get started by contacting the person 

who gave you this flyer, or go online at www.sisel.net for more information.  

To learn more, contact:


